EFI Components & Accessories
DASHES

XFI 2.0™ eDash
Developed to make harnessing the power of FAST™ XFI™ systems even easier, the XFI™ eDash lets users view multiple sensors in real-time and make
popular adjustments without any software, laptops or switches. This direct plug-and-play unit is compatible with all FAST™ XFI 2.0™ and XFI Sportsman™
units and offers an attractive, modern electronic digital dash that is small and compact, yet very readable. The full-color, touchscreen hand-held doesn’t
require a laptop or software as the unit automatically senses the EFI system to which it is attached. The unit features multiple live data sensor screens,
which include various electronic digital dashes highlighting combinations of commonly used sensors. Includes a suction cup and articulating quick-release mount, making dash or window mounting easy.
FAST™ XFI 2.0™ and XFI Sportsman™ Systems REQUIRE a laptop for initial tuning; XFI™ eDash is for use after initial tuning is complete.

• Displays up to 20 different live sensor values at one time
• User can select start-up screen that will display each time unit restarts
• Unit logs both minimum and maximum sensor readings to allow
easy recording of information
• Includes suction cup and articulating quick-release mount for easy
window mounting
• Works with XFI 2.0™ and XFI Sportsman™
XFI 2.0™ eDash

On-The-Fly
Adjustment
Options
(w/ XFI 2.0®)
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Pick From Up To 4 Street Or Race Tunes
Power Adder (eg. Nitrous) On/Off
Torque Converter Clutch Lock-up MPH (w/ EZ-TCU™)
Adaptive Learn Trim Adjustments

XFI™ Touchscreen Dash/Data Logger
With its state-of-the-art monitoring and data logging capabilities, the XFI
2.0™ Touchscreen Dash/Data Logger can assemble a comprehensive, real-time picture of up to 25 separate input channels and allows for ﬁne
tuning of the TCU through the dashboard without a laptop. It features a
6-inch, fully programmable LCD touchscreen display and has the ability
to display its data in a multitude of scales, units and gauge conﬁgurations. Its backlit display can be user-customized at the touch of a ﬁnger
or stylus. Engineered to work with any level of vehicle modiﬁcation from
stock to all-out race, the XFI™ Touchscreen Dash/Data Logger is able
to monitor and display output, including frequency (RPM, wheel speed,
etc.), analog input and sources that require programmable input parameters such as MAP and MAF. As a data logger, the unit has a 2 MB memory
module* that will store up to one hour of data.
* Example based on 8 analog inputs, 2 speed inputs, and transmission controller and XFI™
ECU outputs recorded at a rate of 5 samples/second.

XFI 2.0™ Touchscreen Dash/Data Logger
Classic FAST™ To Dash Adapter Cable
FAST™ GPS Module For Use With Touchscreen Dash
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• 8 analog inputs, 2 speed inputs, & programmable input parameters
• Logged data is viewable through display screen or downloadable
via USB into C-COM® XFI™ or other popular Windows based programs for convenient data manipulation and analysis
• 2 PWM outputs conﬁgurable for a variety of accessories, including
relays, shift lights, nitrous or boost control solenoids, etc.
• CAN (Control Area Network) communication allows all engine data
from XFI 2.0™ to be transferred to the dash via 2 wires
• Works with XFI 2.0™ but NOT XFI Sportsman™
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